
 
 

 
 

R2019-027 Addendum #1 
 

           Competition No: R2019-027 
  Title: Storm Sewer CCTV Inspection & Reporting 

Addendum Issue Date: July 8, 2019 
  

This Addendum forms part of the RFP and is to be read, interpreted and coordinated with all other parts. Please 
acknowledge the Addendum in Appendix B the Submission Form. 
 
Question in Black Answers in Purple 
 
Q1. What is the deadline for completing this work? 

 
A1. We anticipate kicking off this project at the end of July/ beginning of August. The CCTV needs to be done during 
no/low rain. We would expect the final report by the end of November.  

 
Q2. Is it expected that the contractor clean the Catch Basins or Just the Catch Basin Leads? 
 
A2. The contractor will clean mains and the catch basin leads but not the catch basins. 
 
Q3. Is there an asset list available with Diameter and Length of the assets? 
 
A3. We have a basic list from 2014 but there is a fair amount of information missing. I have uploaded the storm layers 
to the sync folder.  
 
New information includes: storm mains, storm manhole, storm catch basins. CB leads are in the mains layer, and the 
manhole inspection from 2014 is part of the manhole layer (permanently): 
https://ln.sync.com/dl/a48665c10/3sdemn7x-d5jvrt3p-9ptrkbnp-vvufh8tp 
 
Q4. It is not exactly clear from the RFP what are the requested terms of reference for the engineering 
recommendation report? I see on p.19, Appendix D, A, (b), v. “Preparation of a prioritized rehabilitation and repair 
work program (in the format suggested see Appendix D, C 3.3)”, however I cannot find anything relevant under 
Appendix D, C (the referenced section is blank). 
 
A4. The referenced section starts at the bottom of page 20 of the competition document under the title “Report 
Format.” 
 
Q5. Under Appendix D, A, (b), iv.: clarify what is meant by “standard detail drawings”? Development of design 
drawings would normally be outside the scope of the current assignment, in our opinion. 
 
A5. You are correct. Standard detail drawings are not required. This was an error. Only pipe location and condition, 
verified type and size rating/overview maps are required as part of the report.  

 
Thank you 
 

https://ln.sync.com/dl/a48665c10/3sdemn7x-d5jvrt3p-9ptrkbnp-vvufh8tp


Anthony Jeffery 
Manager of Procurement 
Email: procurement@squamish.ca 
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